
A Series of Dreams 

Employment is much overrated and for years I have been dreaming of early retirement and taking my 
pension.  Then some fifteen years ago the pension manager of a very small defined benefits pension I 
held from a previous employment with a large UK contractor sent me a letter advising that the pension 
scheme was in trouble; they were offering a transfer out value cash sum and a significant bonus sum to 
me to get me out of the scheme.  The sums being considered were small, and the pension surrendered 
was not much more than a couple of hundred pounds a year.  I undertook the necessary consultation, 
received a weighty report from the company appointed independent financial advisor and moved the 
money into the Halcrow defined contribution scheme.  It required little of my time and given the size of 
the pension forgone was a low risk choice that has so far proved to be beneficial.  That process and my 
shock at the condition of that particular pension fund, coming as it did not long after Halcrow had taken 
the action they did to close HPS to continued contributions, sparked my interest. It also prompted me to 
invest £4 a week in the illustrious pink broadsheet FTWeekend, which comes with its own dirty tabloid 
section FTMoney, and every now and then a colour supplement entitled How to Spend It!  

Armed with that experience I have requested transfer out values from HPS, one a year being available 
free of any charges. Soon after one such value had been provided,  in June 2016 HPS advised of the 
imminent move to HPS2 or the PPF that would have implications, I would only be able to transfer out of 
HPS2, the option not being available if I chose to use the PPF.  Furthermore, HPS advised at that time 
they expected the transfer values under HPS2 to be higher, and that values from the new scheme would 
be calculated on a “better of both” basis for a period of six month post establishment of HPS2.  Needless 
to say I transferred to HPS2, but with no sense of enthusiasm as yet again an employer had shredded 
their promissory notes and the IOU’s I was holding.  I also came to numerous conclusions on the 
trustworthiness of CH2M, the short life cycle of financial vehicles such as pensions, the powers of 
regulators and that none of them could safely be considered to have had my best interests in mind.  
Given that I have paid more in contributions to pensions than I have invested in buying houses and fast 
cars I concluded I had been very negligent towards my pension and certainly had not been acting with 
any duty of care to my own financial wellbeing on retirement. 

In March 2017 two pages of the FTMoney presented interesting perspective on it being a very 
favourable time for transfer out values due to low Gilt yields and of the significant advantages available 
as a result of the new pension rules that are not available under schemes such as HPS2.  It was all about 
taking back control - where else have I heard that in the last couple of years!  The timing of the article 
coincided with the first HPS2 Deferred Benefit Statement.  I requested a fresh transfer out value from 
HPS2, for some reason that escapes me that valuation cost me a £324 charge I had to pay to Halcrow, I 
suspect I was within the 12 month period since my previous request and therefore justified, even 
though it was for an entirely different pension scheme!  The transfer value came back at 23 times 
deferred benefits (as at the time of the transfer to HPS2).  This was slightly lower than the multiplier of 
the previous year, but the transfer value was some 20% up and the value was a sum that was significant 
enough to be attractive.  That is, it was big enough to be of interest to wealth managers, above a 
threshold below which it is not cost effective for them to manage.  It appeared to my untrained eye to 
be a reasonable value and allowed the option of me being able to get someone to manage the funds in 
whatever place I transferred it to. 



In order to proceed with a transfer out, the HPS2 Trustee requires written confirmation that sound and 
robust financial advice has been given.  Personal recommendations provided me with a couple of 
suitable pension advisors (Tideway Investment and Intelligent Pensions ).  I followed up with Tideway 
Investments who are based in London, and after a meeting to provide basic facts an Initial Appraisal 
Report was provided in May 2017.  The initial appraisal provided a high level view of the value versus 
the current secured pension, many pages of generic Relative Value Guidance, the estimate of the return 
(after fees) the transferred fund would need to make to match the HPS2 scheme benefit and that the 
fund would run out when I was 79 should no return be made during that period and if inflation stayed 
benign at 2.5% etc etc…….. 

Nothing appeared to be a show stopper and there were no killer assumptions that would make it a 
useless endeavour; I opted to proceed with the full report necessary to satisfy the Trustee.  This was 
initiated on a 1% of transfer value fee should I go ahead with a transfer, and that transfer would be to a 
SIPP facility with AJ Bell, the advisors choice of provider.  The T&Cs with the adviser were lengthy but did 
not appear unreasonable, they were similar in most respects to those I had seen when I previously 
transferred out of a defined benefits scheme, just longer and referring to more recent legislation.  The 
adviser was engaged in July 2017. 

Two fact and find meetings were held in Tideway Investments’ offices in London, where ID checks, 
financial background checks and assessment of my risk preferences were dealt with, for both myself and 
the Mrs.  The advisor was diligent and required significant levels of proof of our financial circumstances, 
which was understandable but somewhat testing of my patience.  That may in part be to peculiarities in 
family circumstances with overseas interests being a significant risk to future/retirement plans. 

Numerous email exchanges and phone calls ensued, including several requests for clarifications by the 
advisor from HPS2 on how my benefits had been calculated.  This required some corrections to be made 
by HPS2 which to be honest I did not fully understand but were all on my plus side rather than 
downside. 

The advisor completed their report in September 2017, some 6 months after the initial contact with 
them.  Some of that time could readily be cut from the process, especially if personal circumstances are 
simpler and if the HPS2 supplied information is correct.  The report, some 35 pages of closed space text, 
tables and forecasts, included: 

• Advisor’s recommendation 
• Transaction summary 
• Meeting target income in retirement 
• Next steps, timeframes and fees 
• Detailed advice issues 

− Drawdown target investment returns 
− My target returns compared to Advisor’s selected portfolios 
− Reasons to take the transfer and flexibility 
− Coping with the key risks and responsibilities of a transfer 
− How my benefits will change 
− Tax free cash 
− Early retirement 



− Lifetime allowances 
− Annuity critical yields 
− Income withdrawal projections 

 

It took two more meetings with the advisor, one of which was further interrogation of me by the 
advisor’s senior partner to allow sign off their final report, a second opinion on the report from another 
advisor that I was fortunately able to draw upon at no cost, and some heavy challenge of the 
assumptions being used before I and the Mrs were convinced of the robustness of the projections made 
in the report.  We had done our own calculations and prepared our own projections prior to receiving 
the report, time consuming and needing several iterations before being anywhere near sensible, but 
which helped considerably when testing their advice and challenging them on why they were prepared 
to recommend a transfer.  Hopefully it was not just to recover their costs and earn the 1% of the 
transfer value were it to go ahead.   

One area where our projections were significantly different from those of the advisor was ongoing 
fees/charges that would be incurred – we had seriously underestimated the overall impact of these over 
the life of the fund post transfer.   The total value of these is forecast to be depressingly large and if 
lower would allow retirement much earlier than is actually going to be possible.  Much like mortgage 
interest the rates, on occasion they appear to be at a positively usurious level, and in this case on a 
principal value way above that which I have paid on buying my house, which is often considered to be 
one of the biggest investments in one’s life.   

On the basis of the report generally confirming my own view of the likely projections and the additional 
benefits available outside of HPS2 I opted to transfer out. 

The instruction forms to the advisor were completed and signed, the application forms for the AJ Bell 
SIPP were completed and the advisor informed HPS2 of the requirement to transfer out and where to 
deposit the funds. Embarrassingly I do not have the date when this was initiated, I believe it was 
sometime during November 2017.  The SIPP was established with A J Bell, and the funds were 
transferred in during January 2018.  I have since put the whole lot under different management, no 
longer with the original advisor, but with another manager (Brewin Dolphin) with a different and more 
flexible approach to risk that is more in line with my objectives. 

Why did I proceed in throwing away what was once touted as the must have dream form of pension?  In 
my case the benefits outweighed the costs and with no significant increase in unmanageable risks.  It 
also removed the risk to me that might arise from further interference in the existence or health of HPS2 
by any party.  If it all goes tits up for me from here on, it is my own fault and due to my approach to the 
risks that apply and how I chose to mitigate them, just as it is with my defined contributions pension.  In 
HPS2 I was only ever going to be on the receiving end of forces outwith my control – such as the 
financial health of the HPS2 sponsor and do I, or can I,  really have any faith or trust in those responsible 
for that? 

On the eventual transfer of funds, the transfer value had benefitted from a review by HPS2 of the 
transfer value calculation policy and had increased 5% on the value advised in the previous June 
valuation.  Overall a 25% increase in value from the June 2016 transfer value that I had been given some 



18 months previously, clear proof if needed of the wisdom of monitoring transfer values from defined 
benefit schemes on a regular basis. 

Sitting down with Henrietta Hindsight would I make the same choices? Definitely, it suits my 
circumstances and the approach of myself and the Mrs to funding our later years and ever widening 
family.  I do wonder, however, why there were the two very different approaches taken by my defined 
benefit pensions schemes? One paying to offload its liabilities and the other appearing to sit back and do 
battle with the sponsor with little proactive contact and discussion on how I as a member I could help 
and/or protect my pension? And worryingly perhaps, I never once thought of the consequences on 
other pension scheme members when I was asking for my money from the scheme. 


